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Protecting Your Investment

W

hen months of hard work
go into producing a

grain crop, trust it to the best in
grain storage and conditioning
products: Brock.
Brock Solid® is our guarantee
of trusted reliability you can

count on day in and day out. It’s

Wet grain
goes in.
Dry grain
comes out.

unmistakable quality, built to

Brock’s INTUI-DRY ™ Dryer
Control is innovative. It’s
intuitive. It’s mission control made
simple. The INTUI-DRY Controller’s
proven drying algorithms and
straight-forward controls take

last year after year. And it’s the

grain drying to the next level.

same guarantee we founded the
company on back in 1957.

Built from the ground up

Today, our dealers continue to

From the solid-state components

uphold those standards, providing

to the all-new software system,

the superior service and support

Brock took a clean-slate approach

customers expect from Brock.

to build one of the most reliable

Brock Solid means you can
depend on them and us. Times

The SYSTEMS screen provides detailed access
and control of main dryer systems.

and intuitive dryer management
systems. INTUI-DRY Control

may change, but our solid values

also has quick connectors and

are stronger than ever.

fewer components for easy
maintenance.

For drying and storing grain,
Brock continues to be the first

Easy connections

choice for safeguarding grain.

It connects to your dryer with

Brock Solid delivers. Always has,

standard Ethernet cable. If your

always will.

grain system already has PLC
The GRAPHS screen clearly outlines both wet
and dry moisture percentages, so you can
track trends throughout the day or further
back in time.

Backing up the INTUI-DRY™ Controller,
all Brock Dryers include the
RELIA-DRY™ panel-mounted basic
control system.

controls, INTUI‑DRY Control can
communicate with the PLC
using industry‑standard protocols.

It’s not
rocket science.
It’s
INTUI-DRY ™
Dryer Control.
The ALARMS screen lets you quickly see alarm
events with codes
andtrademark
accurate
timestamps.
The JS1000
is not owned
or licensed by CTB.

Get 24/7 INTUI-DRY™ Dryer Control Connectivity

E

asily connect with Brock’s INTUI-DRY™ Dryer
Controller to remotely monitor and control your

dryer. Web-based monitoring gives enhanced remote
access through a personal computer, smartphone or
tablet anytime, nearly anywhere.
• Check drying parameters in real time for diagnostic
purposes.
• View dryer settings.
• Receive text alerts when a dryer alarm occurs.
Brock’s
INTUI-DRY™
Control
The OVERVIEW
screen
gives you aDryer
snapshot
of dryer operation
and performance. Its large, 15.6 inch touch screen provides
user-friendly dryer setup and operation. Find what you are
looking for quickly and easily.

Tablet and Smartphone Displays

Web Browser
Display

More reasons to choose Brock dryers
System Requirements:
• INTUI-DRY Controller needs to be connnected to
internet via ethernet.
• Latest version of Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox,
Internet Explorer, Edge or Safari Web browsers for
viewing on PC or Mac.
• Smartphone or tablet access using iPad, 3/iPad Mini
or higher, iPhone 4 or higher, Android 3.0 or higher,
or Windows 8 tablet.

Visit Brock INTUI-DRY.com to see just
how simple and intuitive it is to use the
new INTUI-DRY Dryer Control.

INTUI-DRY Control is yet another innovation that
makes Brock dryers stand out from the crowd.
• True moisture-based control utilizing incoming
and outgoing grain moisture sensors
• Quiet centrifugal fans
• Full flame-wall burners
• Patented MOISTURE EQUALIZER® System helps
maintain grain quality
• Gentle grain handling dryer unload system

Check Out Brock’s Full Line of ENERGY MISER®
Grain Dryers with SUPERB® SQ Series Low
Profile Dryers, MEYER® Tower Dryers and
Commercial Tower Dryers

A Full Line of Brock Solid® Solutions

Storage
• Stiffened & Nonstiffened Grain Bins
• Stiffened & Nonstiffened Hopper Bins
• Temporary Storage
• Bin Access Doors
• Grain Aeration Floors

F

Handling
• Grain Sweeps
• Grain Conveyors
• Bin Unloading Systems
• Bucket Elevators
• Distributors &
Accessories

or over 60 years,

Whether you’re a farmer

farmers have counted

interested in a grain dryer

on Brock for reliable, quality

or a commercial operator

grain storage. That focus

in need of grain storage

on providing dependability

equipment, you’ll find the

has led to technological

quality you’ve come to

advances and expansion

expect and the trusted

through the years, resulting

integrity you deserve.

Conditioning
• Low-Profile Grain
Dryers

Structures
• Catwalks

• Tower Grain Dryers

• Bucket Elevator Towers
& Stairways

• Centrifugal & Axial
Fans

• EVERLOC® Roof Mount
System

• Heaters

• Support Towers

• Controls

• Slot & Tab Construction

in the full line of grain
facility solutions that are
available today.
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